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ABSTRACT – Characteristics related to seed quality have been rarely used in studies on the genetic diversity of passion fruit. 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the genetic diversity between progenies constituted by hybrids and reciprocals, based 
on seed emergence and vigor traits.  On the 28th day, emergence percentage, emergence speed index, shoot length, root length and 
total length of seedling; dry weight, number of normal seedlings and 100-seed weight were evaluated in a completely randomized 
design experiment with 20 progenies (hybrids and reciprocals) and four replications (50 seeds). Genetic diversity was determined 
using the Tocher optimization clustering methods and the unweighted pair group method, based on the Mahalanobis distance, 
as well as evaluating the relative contribution of the traits to genetic divergence and the correlation network, according to the 
relations between groups of quality, length and mass variables. The most contributing variable to genetic divergence was the total 
length of seedlings, the reciprocal effect did not present a consistent pattern in the studied hybrid combinations.

Index terms: Passiflora edulis Sims, cytoplasmic effects, biometry.

Divergência genética entre híbridos e recíprocos de maracujazeiro azedo com 
base em características de emergência e vigor

RESUMO - Características relacionadas à qualidade de sementes tem sido pouco utilizada em estudos sobre diversidade 
genética em maracujazeiro. O objetivo deste estudo foi avaliar a diversidade genética entre progênies constituídas por híbridos 
e recíprocos com base em características de emergência e vigor das sementes. Foram avaliadas: porcentagem de emergência, 
índice de velocidade de emergência, comprimento total da plântula, comprimento da parte aérea, comprimento da raiz 
primária, massa seca de parte aérea, número de plântulas normais e peso de 100 sementes. O experimento foi em delineamento 
inteiramente casualizado, com 20 progênies (híbridos e recíprocos) e quatro repetições de 50 sementes. A diversidade genética 
foi determinada através dos métodos de agrupamento de otimização de Tocher e da ligação média não ponderada entre grupos, 
baseada na distância de Mahalanobis, além de avaliar a contribuição relativa dos caracteres para a divergência genética e a 
rede de correlações de acordo com as relações entre os grupos de variável qualidade, comprimento e massa. A variável que 
mais contribuiu para a divergência genética foi o comprimento total da plântula, sendo que o efeito recíproco não apresentou 
padrão consistente nas combinações híbridas estudadas.

Termos para indexação: Passiflora edulis Sims, efeito citoplasmático, biometria.
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Introduction

Brazil is the third largest fruit producer in the world, with an 
emphasis on the production of tropical fruit crops (FAO, 2017). 

Among these fruits, passion fruit (Passiflora edulis Sims) stands 
out, considering that the country is the largest producer and 
consumer of this product. In 2015, 694,539 tons were produced 
in 50,837 hectares, with an average productivity of 13.66 tons.ha-1 
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(IBGE, 2017); the northeastern region is responsible for more than 
70% of the national production.

Fruits are the most appreciated commercial part of 
passion fruit, mainly in the form of juices obtained through 
domestic or industrialized processing. Peel and seeds are by 
products that can be used and, in addition to this, they present 
pharmacological actions or nutritional interest; the peel is rich 
in pectin and other substances such as flavonoids, and seeds 
are rich in polyunsaturated acids such as ω-3 and ω-6 (Zeraik 
et al., 2010). The attractiveness of the crop to producers is 
due to the fact that it offers a quick capital return and the 
opportunity for more distributed revenues throughout the 
year, due to weekly harvests and to the fact that the product is 
well accepted in the market (Meletti, 2011). 

The propagation of passion fruit is done through the seeds 
and researchers agree on the fact that the beginning and the end 
of passiflorae seed germination occur irregularly, between ten 
days and three months, which hinders the formation of quality 
seedlings (Alexandre et al., 2004; Negreiros et al., 2008). 

Recently, passion fruit breeding programs have 
considered the genetic influence in expressing seed quality, 
such as germination, emergence and vigor of seedlings (Souto 
et al., 2017). Alexandre et al. (2004) observed that germination 
and emergence speed in passion fruit are influenced by the 
seed genotype. Genetic diversity, in the genus Passiflora, is 
a fundamental factor, since the average germination time and 
its uniformity can provide the production of seedlings on a 
commercial scale in a more efficient way. However, there 
are few studies about the genetic diversity of characteristics 
related to seed germination, emergence and vigor, and the 
correlation between these characteristics and the evaluation 
of the maternal effect on the initial development of seedlings.

Considering the above mentioned, the purpose of this 

research was to evaluate genetic diversity under multivariate 
and bivariate approaches, emphasizing the correlation 
between the emergence and vigor characteristics of passion 
fruit hybrids, and to promote a discussion about the potential 
of hybrids and their reciprocals.

Material and Methods

The research was carried out in the Department of Plant 
Science belonging to the Universidade Federal de Viçosa 
(UFV), located in the municipality of Viçosa - Minas Gerais 
state, Brazil, in 2015, with passion fruit seeds (P. edulis 
Sims) extracted from ripe and well developed fruits that 
were harvested in selected plants, according to satisfactory 
agronomic characteristics in the UFV passion fruit breeding 
program, and varieties developed by the Empresa Brasileira de 
Pesquisa Agropecuária (EMBRAPA) and Viveiros Flora Brasil. 

Two fruits were selected from the structured cross between 
hybrids and reciprocals, according to Table 1, harvested 
between 60-90 days after pollination, in plants grown in a 
greenhouse. As a criterion for harvesting, the color change 
of the fruit, from green to yellow, presenting at least 5% of 
yellow, was used. For the extraction of seeds, fruits were cut 
in half, removing the mucilage that contains the seeds from 
the inner cavity. The aryl was removed manually through a 
friction in a fine mesh sieve, adding 10% of virgin lime. After 
the removal, seeds were washed under running water and 
placed on paper towel, where they remained for three days at 
room temperature for drying.

The experiment was conducted in a completely randomized 
design (CRD), with 20 treatments (Table 1) and four replications. 
Each plot consisted of 50 seeds placed to germinate at a 2 cm 
depth in plastic trays (442 x 280 x 75 mm) containing washed, 

Table 1. Description of passion fruit progenies structured in hybrids and reciprocals according to cross, parentage and origin.

Progeny Hybrid (♀x♂) Progeny Reciprocal (♀x♂) 
Parentage Parentage 

1H 1-23-4(4)¹ x 1-21-3(4)¹ 1R 1-21-3(4)¹ x 1-23-4(4)¹ 
2H 1-21-4(4)¹ x GA(3)² 2R GA(3)² x 1-21-4(4)¹ 
3H GA(4)² x RC(4)² 3R RC(4)² x GA(4)² 
4H 3-15-1(2)¹ x 3-20-1(3)¹ 4R 3-20-1(3)¹ x 3-15-1(2)¹ 
5H 1-16-4(3)¹ x 3-1-4(2)¹ 5R 3-1-4(2)¹ x 1-16-4(3)¹ 
6H FB200(1)³ x RC(1)² 6R RC(1)² x FB200(1)³ 
7H 3-20-1(3)¹ x 1-21-4(1)¹ 7R 1-21-4(1)¹ x 3-20-1(3)¹ 
8H 3-1-4(2)¹ x 1-23-4(1)¹ 8R 1-23-4(1)¹ x 3-1-4(2)¹ 
9H GA(4)² x 3-1-4(2)¹ 9R 3-1-4(2)¹ x GA(4)² 
10H RC(3)² x 3-1-4(3)¹ 10R 3-1-4(3)¹ x RC(3)² 

 ¹Coming from the UFV passion fruit genetic breeding program.
²Coming from Embrapa, GA – BRS Gigante Amarelo and RC – BRS Rubi do Cerrado.
³Coming from Viveiro Flora Brasil, FB200 – Yellow Master.
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sieved, inert sand that was moistened with water until reaching 
60% of the retention capacity. After sowing, the trays were 
placed in BOD-type germination chambers, with controlled 
temperature and luminosity, for eight hours at 30 ºC with light 
and 16 hours at 20 ºC without light, as recommended in the 
Rules for Seed Testing (Brasil, 2009). Irrigations were carried 
out daily with distilled water.

Before the installation of the experiment, the 100-seed 
weight (g) was determined, and 28 days after sowing, the 
emergence percentage was evaluated by counting the number 
of emerged seedlings; emergence speed index (ESI), according 
to Maguire (1962); total seedling length (cm/seedling), with 
the help of a graduated ruler; shoot length (cm/seedling), 
measured from the intersection of the stem to the expanded 
leaf primordium; primary root length (cm/seedling), measured 
from the intersection of the stem to the end of the largest root; 
shoot dry matter (mg/seedling), obtained with semi analytical 
balance and number of normal seedlings, according to the 
criterion proposed by Brasil (2009).

In order to meet the assumptions of the analysis of 
variance, data on the emergence percentage and ESI were 
transformed into             ; on the other hand, the shoot 
dry mass, number of normal seedlings and total seed weight 
were transformed in               , where K is the number of 
classes according to the Sturges rule given by K = 1 + 3.222 
Log(n) and n is the number of observations. Data on the other 
variables did not change. The ESI was established with the 
emergence test and its evaluations were carried out daily, 
starting from the emergence of the first normal seedlings until 
the 28th day.

Data were submitted to analysis of variance and the means 
were grouped by Scott-Knott method. Genetic diversity was 
studied according to the Tocher optimization clustering methods, 
and the unweighted pair group method (UPGMA), based on the 
Mahalanobis distance (D2) (Mahalanobis, 1936). In addition, the 
relative contribution of the characters to the genetic divergence 
was quantified through the Mahalanobis generalized distances, 

using the criterion proposed by Singh (1981).
Through correlation networks, the relations between 

emergence and vigor characteristics were discussed. The 
correlation matrices were analyzed by creating a weighted 
correlation, where the connections between the variables 
were determined by the “adjacent matrix” A = h (R), with the 
following function: H (rij) = ½ {sgn (│rij│- ρ) +1}, where: ρ is 
the “hard threshold” parameter, which was defined as null, so 
that all connections between variables could be seen. However, 
the thickness of the edges was controlled by applying a cut-off 
value that is equal to 0.3 and 0.7, meaning that only │rij│≥0.3 
and │rij│≥0.7 have their edges highlighted. The Fruchterman-
Reingold algorithm (Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991) was 
used to create a force-directed layout for the network, in 
which the proximity between nodes (dashes) was proportional 
to the absolute correlation value between these nodes. 
Finally, positive correlations were colored green, while the 
negative ones were red. The analyses were performed using 
the software Genes, version 2016 (Cruz, 2013, Cruz, 2016) 
in integration with the software R, Version 3.1.2. Thus, the 
integration of the correlation network used the “Qgraph” 
package (Epskamp et al., 2012).

Results and Discussion

Through the analysis of variance, it was observed that 
there was a significant difference between the progeny 
averages (p <0.001), structured in hybrids and reciprocals, by 
F test for all the studied variables, indicating the existence 
of variability among progenies. This allows selecting plants 
with high potential for genetic breeding purposes as for seed 
quality characteristics (Table 2). The variation coefficients 
VC (%) of the experiment ranged from 0.15% (total seed 
weight) to 10.4% (shoot length and root length), indicating 
good experimental accuracy.

In the emergence percentage averages (Table 3), only 
three out of the 20 progenies presented emergence below 

Table 2. Summary of the analysis of variance for emergence percentage (EME), emergence speed index (ESI), total length of 
the seedling (TLS), shoot length (SL), primary root length (PRL), shoot dry matter (SDM), number of normal seedlings 
(NNS) and total seed weight (TSW), in progenies (PROG) of passion fruit cultivated in hybrids and reciprocals.

FV GL 
QM 

EME ESI TLS SL PRL SDM NNS TSW 
PROG 19 0.217** 129.75** 1.795** 0.740** 0.761** 0.0001** 1.555** 0.00004** 
Error 60 0.008 3.711 0.389 0.246 0.339 0.00001 0.112 0.00001 

Average  1.26 18.90 10.33     4.75     5.58   0.063 7.12   0.097 
VC(%)  6.88 10.19   6.03 10.4 10.4 6.12 4.70 0.15 

 **Significant by F test, at 1% probability. VC (%): variation coefficient.

√       
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      ⁄  
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Table 3. Averages on emergence percentage (EME), emergence speed index (ESI), total length of the seedling (TLS), shoot 
length (SL), primary root length (PRL), shoot dry mass (SDM), number of normal seedlings (NNS) and total seed 
weight (TSW), in hybrid passion fruit progenies (PROG) structured in hybrid and reciprocals.

PROG 
Variáveis 

EME ESI TLS SL PRL SDM NNS TSW 
1 H 100.0 a 4.2 a 10.4 a 5.0 a 5.4 b 8.1 a 49.5 a 2.4 f 
1 R   99.5 a 4.4 a 10.6 a 4.7 b 5.9 a 8.4 a 49.8 a 2.4 g 
2 H   99.0 a 4.4 a 10.3 a 4.4 b 5.9 a 7.0 a 48.0 a 2.3 e 
2 R   96.0 b 4.3 a 11.0 a 5.0 a 6.1 a 7.7 a 49.5 a 2.3 e 
3 H   63.5 d 2.1 d 10.3 a 4.7 b 5.6 a 8.3 a 31.8 c 2.4 h 
3 R   45.5 e 1.4 e 9.9 a 4.7 b 5.2 b 8.5 a 22.5 d 2.5 j 
4 H   94.5 b 2.9 c 10.4 a 4.8 b 5.6 a 7.9 a 48.3 a 2.1 e 
4 R   97.0 b 4.1 a 10.8 a 4.7 b 6.1 a 8.6 a 48.0 a 2.2 e 
5 H   97.5 b 3.0 c 10.6 a 4.9 a 5.6 a 8.5 a 47.8 a 2.2 e 
5 R   96.5 b 3.2 c 10.6 a 5.1 a 5.6 a 8.3 a 48.8 a 2.3 f 
6 H   87.5 c 2.4 d 10.2 a 4.5 b 5.7 a 9.2 a 43.3 b 2.3 j 
6 R   82.5 c 2.3 d   9.0 b 4.3 b 4.7 b 8.4 a 41.8 b 2.5 g 
7 H   86.0 c 1.6 e   8.9 b 4.1 b 4.8 b 6.0 b 23.3 d 1.3 e 
7 R   47.0 e 2.9 c   9.2 b 4.2 b 4.9 b 5.0 b 42.8 b 1.7 i 
8 H   91.5 c 3.4 b 10.3 a 4.4 b 6.0 a 7.5 a 39.8 b 2.4 k 
8 R   94.5 b 3.3 b 10.5 a 4.3 b 6.2 a 8.0 a 47.3 a 2.3 f 
9 H   95.5 b 2.6 d 10.7 a 5.0 a 5.7 a 8.2 a 40.8 b 2.0 g 
9 R   82.5 c 3.1 c 10.5 a 5.4 a 5.1 b 8.7 a 45.8 a 2.5 e 
10 H   95.5 b 4.2 a 11.8 a 5.8 a 6.0 a 10.4 a 47.8 a 2.9 e 
10 R   91.5 c 3.5 b 10.7 a 5.2 a 5.5 a 8.8 a 46.0 a 2.2 h 

 Averages followed by the same letter in the column belong to the same group, using the Scott-Knott test at 5% probability.

80% (progenies 3R, 7R and 3H with mean values of 45.5, 
47.0 and 63.5 %, respectively), indicating that these progenies 
are not promising for future breeding works. The progenies 
presenting the highest emergence speed indices were also 
those with emergence above 80%, with an emphasis on the 
progenies 1H, 1R, 2H, 2R, 4R and 10H.

As for the Scott-Knott clustering, it was verified that the 
superior progenies had no reciprocal effect on the variable 
emergence percentage for progeny 1, on the emergence speed 
index for progenies 1 and 2, on the shoot length for progenies 
5, 9 and 10, for the primary root length on progenies 2, 4, 5, 8 
and 10, and on the number of normal seedlings for progenies 
1, 2, 4, 5 and 10. On the other hand, for the total length of 
the seedlings, only progeny 6 showed reciprocal effect. For 
the shoot dry mass, it was observed that only the hybrid and 
reciprocal of crossing 7 were lower than the others, and did not 
differ from each other. This may indicate that in the process 
of seed development there was no cytoplasmic or nuclear 
action maternal effect acting on this variable, and therefore, 
the effect of the reciprocal was not observed. 

Table 3 also shows that the emergence speed index did not 
show hybrid and reciprocal effect for the superior progenies 
1 and 2. However, the reciprocal and the hybrid of progenies 

4 and 10, respectively, were the ones presenting higher 
averages and could thus be conditioned to the maternal effect. 
This effect should be observed for the other variables, since it 
will help passion fruit growers to select superior parents that 
are more efficient for the variable alone, since the variation of 
these characteristics depends on the crossbreeding (parent) or 
the used structure. 

According to Tekrony and Egli (1991), seedling vigor 
is observed by the ability of the seed to emerge and grow 
quickly and vigorously; this is a characteristic that can 
influence the productivity of crops. In this same perspective, 
Melo et al. (2000) state that in the medium and long term, the 
genetic breeding of Passiflora spp. should select plants within 
populations considering the germination speed of seeds, 
besides other agronomic characteristics. 

Some causes of the existence of reciprocal effects may 
be related to: the possibility of the existence of maternal 
effect, deriving from the evaluation on the hybrid generation 
of some tissue or structure originating in the female parent, 
and exclusively in the animal area, due to the temporary 
environmental influence that the maternal parent passes onto 
the offspring for the gestation period; the action of extra-
nuclear genes, often referred to as “cytoplasmic effects” which, 
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individually or together with nuclear genes, determine the 
phenotypic expression; the action of nuclear genes, but by some 
effect of the parent that may have its expression influenced by the 
sex of the individual; and finally, with sampling and stochastic 
errors during experimentation, in which many hybrids and 
reciprocals are evaluated. It is worth highlighting that with a 
reciprocal effect of genetic nature, this should be considered in 
the direction of crossing in order to obtain hybrids. 

The reciprocal effect based on maternal, nuclear or 
cytoplasmic causes, can be evaluated under the multivariate 
approach, based on the relative magnitude of D2 values, which 
is in turn based on the Mahalanobis distance through genetic 
dissimilarity; thus, based on the eight evaluated characteristics, 
it was possible to observe that the most similar progenies were 
5H, 5R and 3H, whose D2 value was 0. On the other hand, the 
greatest genetic dissimilarity (65.62) was verified between the 
hybrids and reciprocals of crossing 10 (Table 4).

Focusing on promising hybrids speeds up the steps within 
the genetic breeding program. Thus, the lower the relatedness 
degree between two parents, the greater the number of 
divergent loci and, consequently, the less genetic similarity 
between these individuals (Cruz, 2010; Cruz et al., 2011).

Using the dissimilarity matrix to generate the dendrogram 
through the unweighted pair group method (UPGMA), it was 
possible to obtain a cophenetic correlation coefficient of 0.80 and 
a distortion of 21.47%, and a significant t-test at 1% probability, 
which shows an adequate relation between the distance matrix 
and the generated dendrogram (Figure 1).

In order to analyze the dendrogram, the possibility of a 
significant cut-off was considered, together with the visual 
examination of the dendrogram; thus, a significant cut-off 
reached around 48% dissimilarity, allowing the formation of 
three distinct groups.

Group I contained the hybrids and the reciprocal of 
crossing 7, group II was composed by the hybrid 10, which 
was isolated from the others, and group III was composed by 
the other hybrids and reciprocals (Figure 1). When observing 
the means of each analyzed variable, it is possible to notice that 
hybrid 7 revealed the highest values as for shoot dry mass. For 
hybrid 10, the highest values were observed as for emergence 
speed index, total length of the seedlings, shoot length, primary 
root length and number of normal seedlings (Table 3).

The clustering of the 10 passion fruit hybrids and their 
reciprocals by Tocher method, using the generalized distance 

Tabela 4. Hybrid and reciprocal clustering of passion fruit by the Tocher optimization method, starting from the Mahalanobis 
generalized distances.

Groups Progenies 
1 5H 5R 6H 9R 8R 8H 10R 1H 3H 6R 4H 9H 2R 4R 1R 2H 
2 7H 7R               
3 3R                
4 10H                

 

Figure 1. Dendrogram illustrating the analysis of 20 passion fruit progenies (10 hybrids and their 10 reciprocals) by unweighted 
pair group method obtained with the Mahalanobis generalized distance.
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of Mahalanobis as a measure of genetic distance, obtained 
with eight agronomic characteristics, generated the formation 
of four groups, according to Table 4.

Group I had the highest number of representatives, 
indicating a narrow genetic base, followed by group II. With 
this method, there were considerable changes in the way of 
clustering the hybrids, especially due to the difference presented 
by progeny 3R. In the analysis of the means test (Table 3), it was 
observed that the reciprocal of crossing 4 presented superiority 
only as for the variable total length of the seedling, out of the 
eight evaluated characteristics. The genetic similarity between 
the progenies that make up group I showed a possible genetic 
relation between them, which was not detected in the reciprocal 
of crossing 3, reinforcing once again the action of the maternal 
effect on the development process of passion fruit seeds, which 
could affect their emergence and vigor.

A reciprocal effect for seed vigor and emergence have 
already been observed for ornamental pepper plants, and 
the authors point out that the definition of the parents in 
directioning the cross to obtain hybrid seeds is crucial to obtain 
quality and the incorporation of desirable characteristics 
(Nascimento et al., 2011; Rêgo et al., 2009).

 According to Ramalho et al. (2008), if the inheritance of 
a character is controlled by nuclear genes, the results of the 
crosses should be the same as their reciprocal, but if they are 
different, it is due to the cytoplasmic effects related to the female 
parent. Generally speaking, both the hybrids and the reciprocals 
of most crosses presented a high emergence speed. The highest 
emergence percentages were numerically reached by the hybrid 
and reciprocal of crossing 1, with 100% and 99.50%, respectively.

The obtained emergence results also agree with what 
was reported by Baldissera et al. (2012), who, in a study on 
combinatorial ability and reciprocal effect on the agronomic 
characteristics of beans, concluded that reciprocal effect 
evaluations confirm the existence of differences when a plant 
is used as a male or female genitor, since there is the presence 
of cytoplasmic effect and nuclear genes of the female genitor 
in the evaluated characters. According to Gomes et al. (2000), 
the correct choice of maternal and paternal parents is important 
for the formation of hybrid maize seeds with high germination 
power. Therefore, it is important to choose the parents and 
direct them to obtain commercial passion fruit hybrid seeds 
with proper germination and emergence under maternal effect.

The fact that there are progenies without reciprocal effects 
is interesting, since it allows the incorporation of some positive 
attribute, such as emergence and vigor characteristics, without 
affecting significantly the relevant characters obtained during 
breeding programs. Thus, it would be easier to obtain hybrids 
in the pollination fields, since it would not be necessary to 

verify the direction of crossing.
The selection criterion adopted by the Tocher method 

clusters most progenies in a few groups; those with greater 
dissimilarity, form groups with only one progeny, representing 
a hybrid or reciprocal. This occurs because the clustering 
is influenced by the distance between the progenies, which 
considers the largest one among the smallest distances found 
in the dissimilarity matrix. 

Azevedo et al. (2014), while studying the divergence among 
cabbage parents, also observed a predominance of genotypes 
in one group (77%) and the formation of groups with only 
one genotype, when using the Tocher method. The authors 
pointed out that, although there are genotypes with great genetic 
divergence among them, the clustering of most genotypes in 
one group highlights the similarity between genotypes, which, 
according to Silva et al. (2011), refers to a narrow genetic base. 
In the genus Passiflora, Paiva et al. (2014) verified high diversity 
through the WardMLM method, which was able to distinguish 
the analyzed subgenus and a clear separation between the species 
that can be explored in passion fruit breeding programs.

As for the relative contribution of characters to diversity 
by the Singh method (1981), it was observed that emergence, 
emergence speed index, total length, shoot length, primary root 
length, shoot dry mass, number of normal seedlings and total 
seed weight contributed with 0.49; 1.67; 46.93; 26.96; 19.66; 
0.04; 0.13 and 4.08%, respectively (Table 5). Therefore, the 
characteristics of total length and shoot length were the ones 
that contributed the most to genetic dissimilarity.

Through the canonical variable technique, the shoot dry 
mass, emergence percentage and number of normal seedlings 
were, in this order, the ones with the lowest importance to 
differentiate the progenies of passion fruit (Table 5). It is worth 
mentioning that Singh’s (1981) methodology considers only 
variance, while the canonical variables technique considers 
redundancy in addition to variance. Thus, these results compared 
to those obtained by the Singh methodology indicate that there is 
redundancy between total seedling length and shoot dry matter, 
and between total seed weight and emergence percentage. 

When the Tocher clustering procedure was repeated, after 
the exclusion of the least important variables by the canonical 
variable technique, it was possible to obtain genotype clustering 
that are different from what is shown in Table 4. This result 
indicates that, although these variables are identified as the least 
contributing to genotype diversity, they still contribute with an 
important fraction to discriminate them.

In Figure 2, the correlation network was created for all 
phenotypic correlation pairs between variables, considering 
seed quality as emergence, vigor and number of normal 
seedlings; length as the total length of seedling, shoot and 
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Figure 2. Phenotypic correlation network of characteristics grouped in quality, length and mass in the evaluation of passion 
fruit emergence and vigor. The red and green lines represent negative and positive correlations, respectively. The 
width of the line is proportional to the intensity of the correlation. Consider Figures: A, C - correlation >0.3% and B, 
D - correlation >0.7% for hybrid and reciprocal, respectively; and E and F for the hybrid and reciprocal joint analysis 
for correlations >0.3% and >0.7%, respectively. Variables evaluated in the network: emergence (EME), emergence 
speed index (ESI), total length (TL), shoot length (SL), primary root length (PRL), shoot dry mass (SDM), number 
of normal seedlings (NNS) and total seed weight (TSW).
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primary root; and weight variables such as shoot dry mass 
and total seed weight. Thus, in Figure 2 - A, C - correlation> 
0.3% and B, D - correlation > 0.7% for hybrid and reciprocal, 
it was observed that there was a positive correlation within 
each group evaluated above 70%.

As for the correlation above 70% of the hybrid (Figure 
2 - B), there was a more pronounced negative correlation 
between the variable groups of length and mass compared to 
the reciprocal (Figure 2 - D) and the joint evaluation (Figure 
2 - F). In the joint evaluation (Figure 2 - F), it is clear that the 
association pattern of groups does not change, and that these 
variables can be studied while evaluating diversity, since there 
is an association between them that shows the importance of 
each one of them in the correlation network.  

The correlation network (Figure 2) helped visualizing 
the association between groups (quality, length and mass) 
and graphically demonstrated the importance of all variables, 
regardless of the group in the multivariate evaluation, for the 
study of diversity between hybrids and reciprocals, which was 
confirmed after the exclusion of the least important variables 
by the canonical variable technique. This result indicates that, 
despite the fact that the least important variables (emergence 
percentage, shoot dry mass and number of normal seedlings) 
are identified as the least contributing ones (less than 1%) 
to genetic diversity, they still contribute with a significant 
fraction to discriminate them.

Conclusions

It was possible to identify, through the average 
performance and genetic diversity of passion fruit, hybrid and 
reciprocal effects.

The reciprocal effect did not present consistent patterns 
in all the evaluated hybrid combinations. The existence of a 

cytoplasmic effect in controlling the measured characteristics 
was postulated.

The correlation network helps visualizing the association 
between groups of variables and the importance of each one 
of them, regardless of the group in the multivariate evaluation, 
for the study of genetic diversity among progenies. 
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